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FOREWORD

When Champs Hill Records gave us the great opportunity to record this album, we
decided we wanted to stay as close as possible to our live performances. We’ve
thoroughly enjoyed all the gigs we’ve played since we’ve got together as a band, and
have the impression that our audiences do too. So why change it? Let’s play a gig
in the studio. Of course that meant no overdubbing, just straight takes.
The tunes you’ll hear on this album are a collection of old favourites and less
familiar numbers. Each one has its own identity but they all belong to the magical
world of some of our favourite artists: Fats Waller, Django Reinhardt, Billie Holiday,
Louis Armstrong, the Mills Brothers, Sidney Bechet, the list goes on …
We really enjoyed arranging and playing these numbers, and hope we’ve stayed
within the spirit of the originals while bringing our own stamp to them.
So sit back, relax and enjoy. Or invite a few friends round, roll up the carpet, turn up
the volume, and dance the night away.
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HONEYSUCKLE ROSE Fats Waller / Andy Razaf
THAT OLD FEELING Sammy Fain / Lew Brown
IT AIN’T RIGHT Bob Rothberg & Joseph Meyer
ON THE SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET Jimmy McHugh / Dorothy Fields
I FOUND A NEW BABY Jack Palmer & Spencer Williams
ALL OF ME Gerald Marks & Seymour Simons
AVALON Al Jolson, Buddy DeSylva & Vincent Rose
LULLABY OF THE LEAVES Bernice Petkere & Joe Young
ME MYSELF AND I Irving Gordon, Allan Roberts & Alvin S. Kaufman
ST JAMES’ INFIRMARY Trad. arr. Irving Mills (under the pseudonym of Joe Primrose)
HUMMIN’ TO MYSELF Sammy Fain, Herbert Magidson, Monty Siegel
JUBILEE Stanley Adams / Hoagy Carmichael
TOPSY Edgar Battle & Eddie Durham
I’LL SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS Isham Jones / Gus Kahn
THE OLD MAN OF THE MOUNTAIN Lew Brown / Victor Young
HOW HIGH THE MOON Morgan Lewis / Nancy Hamilton
YOU’RE A HEAVENLY THING Jack Little / Joe Young
PREMIER BAL Sidney Bechet
Total playing time: 70’20

All arrangements by Man Overboard
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Man Overboard logo courtesy of Benedict Beaupré
Produced, Engineered, Mixed and Mastered by Richard Sutcliffe
Recorded on 26th-27th September 2012 in the Music Room, Champs Hill, West Sussex, UK
Executive Producer for Champs Hill Records: Alexander Van Ingen
Label Manager for Champs Hill Records: John Dickinson
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Mozart may have been the first to work out quite how effective the pairing of clarinet
and violin could be. The first clarinets had only emerged in about 1700, probably from
J. C. Denner’s Nuremberg workshop. Mozart’s stroke of genius was to write parts that
made their melodic lines intertwine, beautifully. It happens at key points in all four
movements of the Clarinet Quintet (1789).
Most of the best examples thereafter come from outside the classical music canon. In
the nineteenth century the Austrian brothers Josef and Johann Schrammel used the
pairing, with guitar and bass, and brought a new genre, Schrammelmusik, to Vienna.
The coupling is also common in Hungarian folk music, which was what led Benny
Goodman and Josef Szigeti to commission a classic work, Contrasts, from an
impoverished Bartok.
This combination of instruments is relatively rare in jazz, which is understandable:
given that both instruments are among the quieter voices. The jazz violin specialist
Anthony Barnett has come up with just a few examples of established partnerships:
the brothers Emilio and Ernie Caceres, plus various collaborations involving the
violinist Eddie South (1904–1962).
All this history makes the musical interaction of Thomas Gould and Ewan Bleach on
this record such a joy to hear. The two musicians work together remarkably well, and
what they have achieved on this record is a tribute to the vision (and possibly also
the good fortune) which Jean-Marie Fagon has had in bringing them to work together.

5

I FOUND A NEW BABY
A virtuoso, bravura violin cadenza introduction neatly wrong-foots the listener, followed
as it is by a solo from Ewan Bleach that lights up the room. The change from major to
minor in Jack Palmer and Spencer Williams’ song from 1926 underlines the optimism of
new love: what can possibly go wrong?
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ALL OF ME
Whistling (by Thomas Gould) became part of Man Overboard’s palette of sound,
apparently, when the band performed Irving Berlin’s Blue Skies. Someone had the idea
of whistling over the lyric “Bluebirds singing a song,/ Nothing but bluebirds all day
long”. That went so well that whistling also became incorporated into this song by
Gerald Marks and Seymour Simons from 1931.
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IT AIN’T RIGHT
A tip of the hat to swing-era violinist Hezekiah Leroy Gordon “Stuff” Smith, who made
the tune popular in the 1930s. Thomas Gould brings something different: a bit of B
minor badinerie from Bach. Then he and Ewan Bleach indulge in some hot duetting,
while Louisa Jones provides an unforgettable demonstration of the cockney, or in her
case, Northumberland glottal stop.

AVALON
Ewan Bleach sings the tune made popular by Al Jolson in 1920. Avalon is also renowned
for the fact that Puccini’s publishers G. Ricordi successfully sued the song’s composers
for lifting the melody of “E Lucevan Le Stelle” from Tosca.
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ON THE SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET
Thomas Gould’s first statement of this Jimmy McHugh / Dorothy Fields 1930 tune is
infectiously rhythmic, Ewan Bleach’s more suave. A beautifully resonant open string
ends Dave O’Brien’s bass solo and that seems to send Thomas Gould’s violin soaring like
a bird, high up into the sunshine.

LULLABY OF THE LEAVES
The 1932 song by Bernice Petkere and Joe Young, made popular by Ella Fitzgerald and
Billy Eckstine, is structured here in the long-forgotten swing era way: theme first, then
solos, with the vocals closing the number. These are vocals well worth waiting for, as
Louisa Jones sounds superb. (Note also the neat quote from Lullaby of Birdland by
Thomas Gould.)
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ME MYSELF AND I
This 1937 song, originally sung by Billie Holiday, and by the same composer later to
write Unforgettable for Nat King Cole, gets a perky upbeat treatment from Louisa Jones,
leading to a happy, perfectly executed landing-on-a-dime ending.
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HONEYSUCKLE ROSE
Honeysuckle, the plant genus lonicera, incorporates evergreens – like this 1929 Fats
Waller tune, perhaps – and shrubs and climbers (possibly what inspired an unexpected
rising semitone pattern in the final statement of the tune). In this instrumental
version, Ewan Bleach shows, for the first time of many on the album, his consummate
skill at spontaneously inventing counter-melodies.
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THAT OLD FEELING
After a slumbersome colla voce introduction with sensational double-stopping violin
harmonies, this unashamedly nostalgic Sammy Fain / Lew Brown song from 1937 brings
in vocalist Louisa Jones, singing gently and simply, accompanied by Thomas Gould.
After some ‘yearning’ and ‘burning’, Dave O’Brien and Thomas Gould arrange a beautiful
handover using the same melodic idea from bass to violin, and the song ends in calm
reflection.
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10 ST JAMES’ INFIRMARY
Man Overboard is a band that also sings in harmony. And rather well. No overdubs, just
five voices in this New Orleans classic based on the English folk song “The Unfortunate
Rake”. There is some atmospheric tremolando from Thomas Gould, and an inspired solo
by Ewan Bleach.

15 THE OLD MAN OF THE MOUNTAIN
Here is another song – by Victor Young, and originally sung by both Cab Calloway and
the Mills Brothers – where the whole band sings. The introduction is a joyful tribute to
the Mills Brothers and sets the scene for a barnstorming rendition of a number that
really should be played more often. The a cappella ending is a delight.

11 HUMMIN’ TO MYSELF
Louisa Jones captures the mood of this delightful 1932 Sammy Fain song about having
no one to sing to, made popular by Connie from the Boswell Sisters. Some more
backing vocals, this time in unison are added, by Thomas Gould and Dave O’Brien. The
song ends with a delightful duet coda for violin and clarinet.

16 HOW HIGH THE MOON
Following a slow introduction for violin and bass, the pace of Morgan Lewis’ 1940 song
starts to pick up – a neat idea since the song was written as a slow ballad and only
later acquired its bebop engine.

12 JUBILEE
This hold-on-to-your-hats treatment of the Hoagy Carmichael classic has splendidly
forceful rhythm guitar work from Jean-Marie Fagon, while Ewan Bleach quotes the
canonic High Society clarinet solo. At this tempo, and in two different keys, this is
quite a feat.

17 YOU’RE A HEAVENLY THING
The moon is still there in this 1930s Jack Little / Joe Young tune. Young was the
lyricist of I’m Going to Sit Right Down and Write Myself a Letter. Louisa Jones’
impromptu crediting of the band in the last chorus shows a band having great fun and
makes you want more. Man Overboard have this one on YouTube. One viewer wrote:
“Somebody PLEASE make me stop watching this over and over ... awesome!”

13 TOPSY
This 1937 song by Edgar Battle and Eddie Durham was a hit for Benny Goodman. And
talking of hits, listen out for the body of Dave O’Brien’s bass doubling as a drum at the
beginning of the song. The natural fade-out, including a quote from Count Basie’s
Tickle Toe, is very neatly executed.

18 PREMIER BAL
The take used on the CD of this clarinet / guitar / bass song by Sidney Bechet was
caught on camera, and is also on YouTube. The vocal, expressive quality in the throat
register of Ewan Bleach’s clarinet is remarkable. Jean-Marie Fagon’s delicately
whispered chords bring the album to a gentle close.

14 I’LL SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS
Another sleepy nostalgic song from Louisa Jones. This treatment of the Isham Jones /
Gus Kahn hit from 1924 has a fine moment when the bass moves to foreground as
soloist, some smooth Ben Websterish tenor sax – quoting Whispering – from Ewan
Bleach, and a deliciously quiet ending.

Sebastian Scotney

MAN OVERBOARD

Thomas Gould ~ violin
Ewan Bleach ~ clarinet
Louisa Jones ~ vocal
Jean-Marie Fagon ~ guitar
Dave O’Brien ~ double bass

Man Overboard brings together five like-minded musicians who play and listen to all
sorts of music, but who share a love of hot swing. Thomas Gould is a classical
violinist described as “staggeringly virtuosic” by The Guardian. He is also a dab hand
at jazz, and his playing meets its match in the lyrical clarinet playing of Ewan Bleach,
who has been making his mark on the music scenes of London and New Orleans.
Thomas and Ewan work the tunes beautifully together, sometimes harmonising,
sometimes challenging each other. At other times, they simply provide the setting for
Louisa Jones’ distinctively husky but sweet voice. Underpinning the sound are
Dave O’Brien (one of the brightest young musicians on the London swing scene) on
the double bass and Jean-Marie Fagon, a good old-fashioned, no-nonsense rhythm
guitarist from France.
The five musicians first started playing together in January 2011 and were quickly
performing in some of London’s favourite jazz venues. They have recorded music for
television, being featured in BBC3’s “Being Human” series, and cut their first
album – a collection of old jazz numbers played in Man Overboard’s infectious,
melodic style – for Champs Hill Records.

